M any patients who experience an adverse outcome on the hospital wards exhibit abnormal vital signs hours to days before the event (1) (2) (3) . Unfortunately, these vital sign abnormalities often go unnoticed by hospital staff (1, 2) , and studies have shown that delayed intervention, such as sepsis management or ICU transfer, leads to worse outcomes (4) (5) (6) (7) . As a result, the majority of hospitals in the United States have implemented Rapid Response Teams (RRTs) (8) , which are specialized groups of caregivers who provide early assessment and intervention to deteriorating patients (2) . However, the effectiveness of these teams remains controversial (9) , and consensus statements have proposed that the inability to accurately trigger RRT activation is a major limitation (2, 10, 11).
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For information regarding this article, E-mail: dperes@medicine.bsd. uchicago.edu A wide variety of RRT protocols exist among different hospitals, including who may initiate the call. Traditional RRT activation criteria often include triggering for any one of a prespecified set of abnormal vital signs, but they are known to have poor accuracy for predicting adverse events (12) . In our prior work, we used retrospective data to derive and validate an algorithm for determining the risk of cardiac arrest or ICU transfer, and subsequently named it the electronic Cardiac Arrest Risk Triage score (eCART) (13) . In this current study, we developed a real-time analytics platform and conducted a prospective black-box study to assess the feasibility and accuracy of real-time eCART calculation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted between February 4, 2013, and June 20, 2014, in three adult general care wards containing 83 beds at an urban academic medical center. All patients admitted to one of those beds during the study period were included. The hospital had a nurse-led RRT in place that could be activated by any clinical staff member, but no specific vital sign criteria were used for their activation (14) . The study was approved by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board (IRB14-0538).
Real-Time Data Collection
Existing hospital HL7 feeds from the laboratory information system, bedside patient monitors, and registration/ admission-discharge-transfer system were integrated into a scoring database through the integration engine. The laboratory values and vital signs were mapped and filtered according to the eCART algorithm variables. Admission-discharge-transfer information was collected to create a patient tracking dataset with appropriate ward beds flagged for processing ( Fig. 1) .
Values that matched the clinical data and admissiondischarge-transfer flagged ward beds were used to calculate eCART scores. All lab results were held in the database for 36 hours in case of patient admission to one of the targeted ward beds. eCART scores were calculated for a targeted patient whenever a variable was changed from previous values, regardless of the magnitude of change, utilizing database stored procedures as real-time data flowed through the system. Default median values derived from all hospitalized ward patients were stored in the database and used if a previous value for a particular variable could not be found. Final eCART scores, clinical results to calculate the scores, and additional details were stored for analytics and future output actions.
Analysis
The unit of analysis was a ward segment, defined as a consecutive period of time that a patient was hospitalized in one of the study units. Each ward segment concluded with one of three mutually exclusive outcomes: cardiac arrest, ICU transfer, or no adverse outcome. Cardiac arrest was defined, a priori, as a loss of pulse with attempted resuscitation while on the wards or within 6 hours after transfer to ICU. Time of ICU transfer was determined by the time of the last vital sign documentation on the general ward prior to transfer. All ward-to-ICU transfers were presumed to be unexpected. Patients who went to the ICU by way of an operating room were not counted as unexpected ICU transfers. Furthermore, decisions to transfer patients to an ICU were made by the on-call Medical ICU Resident. The RRT nurses did not have direct admitting privileges. Patients who died in the study units without attempted resuscitation were presumed to have been receiving palliative care only and were excluded from analysis. In addition, segments with at least one RRT call were identified. The dates and times for cardiac arrest, ICU transfer, and RRT activation, as well as patient characteristics, were provided by the Clinical Research Data Warehouse maintained by the Center for Research Informatics at University of Chicago (IRB11-0539).
Patient demographics were compared between segments that did not result in an adverse outcome and those that resulted in cardiac arrest or ICU transfer. Using the highest score in each ward segment, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) for eCART predicting cardiac arrest and ICU transfer at any time during a ward segment was calculated using the trapezoidal rule (15) . Scores were categorized, a priori, into risk categories by setting the high and intermediate-risk thresholds at 54 and 50, respectively, which represented the 95% and 86% specificity cutoff determined from our previous study (13) . For ward segments that resulted in cardiac arrest or ICU transfer, McNemar's test was used to compare the proportion of those segments that had at least one intermediate and/or high-risk eCART score to the proportion that had an RRT call. Times from critical eCART score or RRT call to cardiac arrest or ICU transfer were compared using the Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank test. All tests of significance used a two-sided p value of less than 0.05. Statistical analyses were completed using Stata version 13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).
RESULTS
During the study period, 5,751 admissions, occurring in 3,889 distinct patients, generated 5,969 unique ward segments. We excluded 44 segments that ended in death without attempted resuscitation, leaving 5,925 segments. Demographic characteristics by ward segment are shown in Table 1 . The median highest eCART score per segment was 45 [interquartile range, 41-50] with 14% and 25% meeting the high-and intermediate-risk threshold, respectively. Ten ward segments ended in cardiac arrest and 383 ended in ICU transfer. Of the 836 segments that met the high-risk threshold, 209 (25%) resulted in an ICU transfer or cardiac arrest.
Overall, the AUC for eCART predicting cardiac arrest or ICU transfer was 0.80 (95% CI, 0.78-0.82). The AUC for predicting cardiac arrest alone was 0.88 (95% CI, 0.85-0.92). Of the 10 cardiac arrests, eCART surpassed the high-risk threshold for eight of 10 of those patients and surpassed the intermediaterisk threshold for all 10 patients (Fig. 2) . In contrast, only two of these patients triggered an RRT (p < 0.05). The AUC for eCART predicting ICU transfer alone was 0.80 (95% CI, 0.77-0.82). For patients who experienced ICU transfer, 52% surpassed the high-risk threshold and 69% surpassed the intermediate-risk threshold when compared with 34% of ICU transfer patients who triggered an RRT (p < 0.001) (Fig. 2 ). In addition, 27% of ICU transfers both triggered an RRT and surpassed the intermediate-risk threshold, whereas 24% never activated an RRT or met the intermediate-risk threshold. The sensitivity and specificity of the high-and intermediate-risk thresholds for cardiac arrest and ICU transfer is listed in Table 2 .
The RRT was activated in 241 ward segments. Of those, an eCART threshold was met in 176 RRTs (73%), with 140 (58%) Cardiac arrest patients first triggered a high-risk score a median of 24.7 hours prior to cardiac arrest and an intermediate-risk score a median of 44.4 hours beforehand. Of the two cardiac arrest cases in which a standard-of-care RRT call was triggered, one RRT call was triggered 4.8 hours prior to arrest and the other was triggered 5 minutes prior to arrest. ICU transfer patients first triggered a high-risk score a median of 29.6 hours prior to transfer and an intermediate-risk score a median of 33.1 hours beforehand. RRT calls were only triggered a median of 1.7 hours before ICU transfer (Fig. 3) . In paired analysis, for those patients having a poor outcome who also met an eCART threshold and were seen by the RRT, the high-risk threshold was met at a median of 11.1 hours prior to RRT call (n = 88), and the intermediate-risk threshold was met at 20.5 hours beforehand (n = 104; p < 0.001, for both comparisons).
DISCUSSION
We demonstrated the feasibility of prospective real-time eCART calculation in a general ward setting and found that it detected four times as many cardiac arrests and 50% more ICU transfers than our current RRT activation system. Furthermore, we found that patient eCART scores met the high-risk threshold more than 8 hours prior to RRT activation and the intermediate-risk threshold almost a full day prior. This lead time should provide sufficient opportunity for earlier clinical assessment and intervention with the hopes of improving patients outcomes (4-7, 16, 17) . To our knowledge, our black-box study is the first to directly compare the real-time performance of a statistically derived prediction model to the current hospital RRT activation system on the same patients without altering clinical interventions. This study was not designed to test the impact of eCART risk stratification on clinical outcomes, but rather to evaluate its prospective performance independent from the downstream RRT system. Thus, we were able to assess the sensitivity and specificity of real-time eCART scoring for predicting patient adverse outcomes and describe the lead time in identifying patient deterioration using eCART when compared with our current RRT activation system. In contrast, an implementation study affecting clinical workflow could only test the entire RRT system and would not be able to directly compare the performance of the scoring tool with the traditional RRT activation system within the same patient population. Therefore, in implementation studies that have failed to demonstrate an improvement in patient outcomes, it is impossible to determine whether the problem lay with the prediction model or with the downstream RRT system.
Several studies have directly implemented and evaluated real-time electronic risk prediction systems with mixed results. Huh et al (18) demonstrated a reduction in ICU transfers using a singleparameter activation criteria system. Bellomo et al (19) demonstrated a reduction in mortality in a multicenter heterogeneous intervention. However, a study by Kollef et al (20) failed to demonstrate reductions in either ICU transfer or mortality.
Our analysis of RRT activation timing not only demonstrated that realtime eCART calculation would have activated the RRT much earlier than current practice but also revealed that only 15% of ICU transfer patients actually triggered an RRT more than 2 hours before transfer. Although this was not an interventional study and therefore we were unable to measure the impact on outcomes, it is possible that earlier notification of the RRT could result in more patients being stabilized on the floor, thereby averting ICU transfer entirely, or earlier recognition that ICU transfer is required, which could decrease transfer delays. Several studies have demonstrated increased mortality for patients experiencing delays in ICU transfer (6, 21) . In one study, Cardoso et al (4) found that patients in need of an ICU transfer had a 1.5% increased risk of death for every hour that transfer was delayed. However, improvements in patient outcomes are not the only targets for such an intervention. Several studies have shown that better monitoring and notification of caregivers for high-risk patients decreases hospital length of stay (20, 22) . For example, Kollef et al (20) found a 1-day decrease in hospital length of stay associated with the implementation of their system.
Our study has several limitations. First, as this was a single-center study, the results may not be generalizable to other hospitals and patient populations. However, our AUCs were similar to our retrospective study and a subsequent multicenter study of eCART (13, 23) . Second, because this study compared real-time eCART calculation with the current system, which promoted the activation of RRTs for clinical deterioration, we were unable to identify the subset of patients who would have suffered an adverse outcome but had a successful intervention by an RRT or the clinical team. However, because our plan is for real-time eCART calculation to work with the current RRT calling system, not as a replacement, we only needed to determine whether it was able to accurately identify patients that were missed by the current system. In addition, we did not have data on interventions taking place in the time between the patient meeting the high-risk eCART threshold and the time of outcome. Therefore, clinical interventions that ultimately prevented a cardiac arrest or eliminated the need for ICU transfer may have taken place, resulting in an overestimation of our false-positive rate. Finally, because this was a black-box study, it is unknown whether earlier notification by eCART would have altered the frequency or timing of ICU transfers. Future work will be needed to assess the impact of automated RRT triggering by eCART on patient outcomes.
In conclusion, we found that eCART identified many highrisk patients missed by the current RRT system and, for those for whom the RRT was called, identified them hours in advance of the standard RRT activation. As such, real-time calculation and notification of the RRT using a statistically derived and validated score has the potential to provide earlier intervention for patients becoming critically ill on the wards and improve patient outcomes and resource utilization.
